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Abstract: Empirical investigation of return dynamics leads searchers to introduce CGMY model with a 

particular parameter useful in characterizing the fine structure of several type of stochastic process whether the 

data are free or include diffusion component and whether the process contains indefinite activities and finite/in 

finite variation. In this paper, we summarize theoretical searcher work; this provides a CGMY-FT closed form 

solution algorithm for pricing option. For ac- curacy and validation we implement our method to price 

European call options and compare the results to a numerical simulation.  
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I. Introduction 
The risk neutral approach introduced by Black & Scholes to pricing option is 2 a paradigm in nance. 

Although this model remains one of the most widely used frameworks nowadays, the real prices show properties 

which contradict the assumptions of this model. Firstly, asset log return have been modeled in continuous time 

as diffusion, however, empirical studies reveal that return dynamics are devoid of diffusion component (see. 

Cox Ross [1976]). Secondly, asset return increments are normally distributed, yet, The distribution of price 

dynamics display that the increments are skewed to the left and have a fat tail than those of normal distribution 

(see. Fama [1963]). Finally, the implied volatility should be constant, nevertheless, it is widely recognized that 

the implied volatility curve reassembles a smile/skew meaning it is a convex curve of the strike price. This 

arguments lead to the conjecture confirmed on option data, that the risk neutral process should  

 be free of diffusion component,  

 model the local motion of return using both skewed and excess of kurtosis,  

 count disparity phenomenon known as the volatility smile/skew.  

Nowadays, recent search have been  proposed CGMY process as the most suitable and ecient model to 

catch up assumptions fail. The model name refers to mathematician names; Carr, Geman, Madan and Yor [3] 

allowing to take into account both phenomenon, indefinite activity (process incorporate frequent small moves 

and rares large jumps) and finite/infinite variation. CGMY model has been employed to study statistical process 

needed to assess risk-neutral process to pricing option though the characteristic function of return price. 

Through this paper, we describe the ne structure of the process, then, we introduce FT technique to learn more 

about the distribution. Finally, we cheek whether we can dispense with diffusion so long as the process used is 

one of infinite activity finite variation.  

 

II. The CGMY model 
To obtain a clear overview of the CGMY model, we shall brie y review VG process since CGMY process 

extend this last by adding parameter permitting finite/infinite activity and finite/infinite variation. 
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III. European call option pricing under CGMY model 
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IV. Numerical Results 
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V.   Conclusion 
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